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Abstract: 

In our digital era, the need for plagiarism detection tools is growing with the tremendous 

number of documents produced on daily basis in and outside academia in all fields of science. 

This includes, reports, students’ assignments, undergraduate and graduate theses and 
dissertations. While some students use cut and paste methods, some other students resort to 

different ways of plagiarism including, changing the sentence structure, paraphrasing and 

replacing words with their synonyms. This thesis focuses on creating textual plagiarism 
detection tools for detecting plagiarism of Arabic and Czech texts by implementing initial parts 

of a compression algorithm with its modifications where text similarity can be measured by 

compression-based similarity metrics. Next, it expands on this work by integrating this 
technique with a Czech synonyms thesaurus and a Czech stemmer to detect semantic 

plagiarism, including, paraphrasing and restructuring of Czech texts. On the other hand, 

stemming and syllabification are very important in information retrieval, data mining and 
language processing. Creating good stemming and syllabification rules is crucial. The demand 

goes even higher with languages spoken by wider population, such as Arabic language. This 

thesis presents a novel method for syllabification of Arabic text based on Arabic vowel letters. 
The thesis also presents a light stemming method for Arabic language. To fine-tune the results 

of this method, an online parser is used, before stemming, to better categorize the different 

parts of speech and, later, the output words are matched with an electronic dictionary. 
 

Keywords: syllabification, stemming, data compression, similarity, plagiarism detection, text 

plagiarism 
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1 Introduction 

Similarity detection is considered a crucial part of document processing. It covers a wide area 
including spam detection, plagiarism detection, etc. The need for plagiarism detection tools is 

growing with the growing number of natural language documents that are written day by day in 

schools and universities all over the world. The growing number of these documents include, 
students’ assignments, Bachelor’s, Masters’ and PhD theses and dissertations.  This thesis is 

devoted to create plagiarism detection tools by implementing a similarity measurement based 

on the initialization of Lempel Ziv comparison algorithms and its modifications and show its 
efficiency for detecting plagiarism of Arabic and Czech texts.  

 The rationale behind the method proposed in the present thesis is that for someone to rewrite 

(paraphrase) a text, one needs to replace the original words either with different words that 
carry -more or less- the same meaning, i.e., synonym, or a variant of a synonym. The present 

work involves synonyms detection. Antonyms detection is not included in the present thesis. 

On the other hand, stemming and syllabification are very important in information retrieval, 

data mining and language processing. Creating good stemming and syllabification rules is 

crucial. The demand goes even higher with languages spoken by wider population, such as 

Arabic language. Arabic is considered as one of the highly inflectional languages with complex 
morphology where prefixes and suffixes are added to the stem to form words. 

The importance of conducting research in the area of stemming and syllabification of Arabic 

is called for, for two main reasons: the rapidly growing number of computer and internet users 
in the Arab world, and the fact that the Arabic language is the sixth most used language in the 

world today. Another important factor is, after the Latin alphabet, Arabic alphabet is the 

second-most widely used alphabet around the world. Therefore, computational processing of 
the Arabic language and Arabic alphabet is crucial and in demand. 

Several approaches to text compression were developed in the field including, character-

based compression suitable for small files, word-based compression suitable for very long files 
and syllable-based approach, which uses the syllable as a basic element. Algorithms for 

syllabification of English, German and other European language are well known. However, 

syllabification algorithms for Arabic and their usage in text compression has not been fully 
investigated. The present thesis describes a novel method for syllabification of Arabic text 

based on Arabic vowel letters. 

On the other hand, the problem of stemming is very important in information retrieval, data 
mining and language processing. Processing of Arabic language is eminent for the facts that 

that it is widely spoken and currently the number of computer and Internet users in the Arab 

word is growing tremendously. However, the sophisticated and complex morphology of Arabic 
could be challenging for researchers where stemming rules must deal with many language-

specific properties of Arabic. The present thesis attempts to expand on previous efforts and 

introduce a light stemming method. To fine-tune the results of the light stemming method 
introduced, this thesis uses an online parser, before stemming, to better categorize the different 

parts of speech and, later, to match the output words with an electronic dictionary. 

1.1 Organization of the Short Thesis Review 

This short review of the thesis is divided into eight sections. Sections one and two include an 
introduction and a quick overview of Arabic language and its linguistic features Section three 

mainly covers a syllabification method for Arabic language based on vowel letters. Section 

four describes a light stemming method for data compression. Section five enhanced this 
method by an online parser for the categorization of Arabic parts of speech. Section six is 

dedicated to plagiarism detection tools for Arabic and Czech texts by implementing a similarity 

measurement based on a comparison algorithms. Section seven includes a semantic plagiarism 
detection tool for reworded and restructured Czech texts by using a synonyms thesaurus and a 

stemmer. The last section presents the conclusions drawn from this thesis. 
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2 Arabic Language 

Arabic is considered as one of the highly inflectional languages with complex morphology. 
Unlike most other languages, it is written horizontally from right to left. It consists of 28 main 

letters. The shape of each letter depends on its position in a word—initial, medial, and final. 

There is a fourth form of the letter when written alone/ separated. One example of this can be 
given for the letter ayn (ع) as in Table 1: 

Initial Medial Final Separate 

 ع ـع ـعـ عـ
Table 1 Shape of the letter Ayn in different positions 

 A few challenges may face researchers as for as the special nature of Arabic script is 
concerned. Moreover, the letters alif, waaw, and yaa (standing for glottal stop, w, and y, 

respectively) are used to represent the long vowels a, u, and i. This is very much different from 

Roman alphabet which is naturally not linked. An example of Arabic LZ78 coding is shown in 

Table 2 for the sentence, 

ف ل م ا  ك ل  م ت ن ي  ك ل م ت ن ) or as may be written in separated letters (فلما كل متني كلمتني.) 
 .(ي.

 
Dictionary Token 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

null 

 ف

 ل

 م
 ا
- 

 ك

 - ل

 ت م

 ن

 ي

 ل ك

 ن ت م
 ي.

 

 (ف,0)

 (ل,0)

 (م,0)
 (ا,0)
(0,-) 

 (ك,0)

(2, -) 

 (ت,3)

 (ن,0)

 (ي,0)

 (ل,6)

 (ن,8)

(10,.) 
Table 2 Example of Arabic LZ78 coding 

Other orthographic challenges can be the persistent and widespread variation in the spelling 
of letters such as hamza ( ء ) and Ta’ marbuTa ( ة ). In addition to the increasing lack of 

differentiation between word-final ya ( ي ) and alif maqSura ( ى ). Typists often neglect to 

insert a space after words that end with a non-connector letter such as, ر  ,و  and ز.  

In addition to that, Arabic has eight short vowels and diacritics as shown in Figure 1. Typists 

normally ignore putting them in a text, but in case of texts where typists put them, they are pre-

normalized –in value- to avoid any mismatching with the dictionary or corpus. As a result, the 
letters in the decompressed text, appear without these special diacritics. 

 

 (  َ  ,       َ  ,    َ    ,      َ   ,        َ  ,       َ    ,      َ   ,     َ   ) 
Figure 1 Arabic short vowels and diacritics 

Diacritization has always been a problem for researches. According to Habash [2], since 

diacritical problems in Arabic occur so infrequently, they are removed from the text by most 

researchers. Other text recognition studies in Arabic include, Andrew Gillies et al. [1], John 
Trenkle et al. [6] and Maamouri et al. [4]. 

Short vowels and diacritics also determine the word identity and, in many instances, can 

change the meaning and part of speech of the word as shown in Table 3, where we may see a 
total change in word meaning and part of speech as a result of adding the diacritic marks which 
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resulted in producing three different words in meaning and four different parts of speech for 

the same word رجل (man). 

Word Meaning 
Part of 

Speech 

 man رُجلُ 
noun 

(subject) 

 man رُجل  
noun 

(object) 

 foot noun ِرْجل

ِجل    ر 
to go on foot (rather 

than, e.g., ride a bike) 
verb 

Table 3 Effect of adding diacritic marks 

Another morphological feature in Arabic is that unlike Roman letters, which are separated 

naturally, Arabic has an agglutinated nature where letters are linked to each other in some 
cases, while unlinked in some other cases, depending on position of the letter in the root, stem 

and word. For example, in English the personal pronoun he in he plays is separated from the 

following verb plays. In Arabic the personal pronoun is represented by the letter (ي) which is 

linked prefix to the root verb  (لعب ) to form ( يلعب  ) = he plays. The same is true when it comes 

to different Affixes. 
Arabic has four types of affixes: prefixes, these are letters (normally one) that change the 

tense of the verb from past to present, such as the letter (ي) in case of the verb ( لعب  ) and ( يلعب  
) above; suffixes, these represent the inflectional terminations (endings) of verbs, as well as, 
the female and dual/plural markers for the nouns; postfixes, these are the pronouns attached at 

the end of the word; antefixes, these are prepositions agglutinated to the beginning of words. 

Mainly the problem is not only that these are linked to the beginning or the end, but they often 
require changes in the root and this can be really a challenging task for Arabic text processing. 
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3 Simple Rules for Syllabification of Arabic Texts 

In the past, several works about analyzing of the Arabic language were published as mentioned 
in section 2 above in [2], [1], [6] and [4]. Algorithms for the syllabification of the English, 

German or other language with Roman alphabets are well known, but syllabification 

algorithms for Arabic and their usage in text compression has not been fully investigated. The 
following sub-sections describe a novel method for syllabification of Arabic text based on 

Arabic vowel letters and was published in [7]. 

For the purpose of this experiment, three different approaches to text compression, based on 
the selection of input symbols are defined: character-based, syllable-based, and word-based. 

The question is which type is the most suitable for defined texts. In [3], authors compare the 

single file parsing methods used on input text files of a size 1KB-5MB by means of the 
Burrows-Wheeler Transform for different languages (English, Czech, and German). They 

consider these input symbol types: letters, syllables, words, 3-grams, and 5-grams. Comparing 

letter-based, syllable-based, and word-based compression, they came to the conclusion that 

character-based compression is the most suitable for small files (up to 200KB) and that 

syllable-based compression is the best for files of a size 200KB-5MB. The compression type 

that uses natural text units such as words or syllables is 10-30% better than the compression 
with 5-grams and 3-grams. For larger files, word-based compression methods are the most 

efficient.     

 
This study defines several rules for the decomposition of Arabic words into syllables. These 

rules are based on splitting the text according to some linguistic criteria called here, split 

markers. The basic criterion for splitting the text is tracing the vowel letter in a text. In this 
proposed method, the term Arabic vowels includes vowels, long vowels and diphthongs as 

shown in Figure 2. 

 

 ( ال ,آل ,آ ,ئ ,ؤ ,ء ,ى ,ي ,و ,أ ,ا)
Figure 2 Vowels, long vowels and diphthongs 

Another diacritical marks that are included among the split markers in this study are 

nunations such as (  ً ,   ً ,   ً ) (see Figure 1). In written Arabic, a nunation is indicated by 
doubling the vowel diacritic at the end of the word. These diacritical marks mentioned above in 

Figure 1 are used in fully vocalized texts in Arabic. However, they are also used occasionally 

in Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) to clarify meaning and part of speech overlap (see Table 3). 
The rule set defined in the previous sub-section leads to an algorithm which may be defined 

as follows:  

Read the input file and process all words by the following steps.  

[1] When the length of the word is less than 3 characters, ignore it, even if it 

contains a vowel.  

[2] When the second or third letters are vowels, make a split between the 
second and third letter. 

[3] Otherwise, make a split after the third letter.  

  
Input: A text file F. 

Output: A set of words with separated syllables. 

 

ForEach (Word W in file F) 

 If (|W|>=3) 

  If (IsWovel(W[1]) && IsWovel(W[2])) 

   MakeSplit(W, 1, 2) 

  Else 

   MakeSplit(W, 2, 3) 
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Note: |W| is a length of the string,  

IsWovel is a function that returns true when a letter in parameter is a wovel, and return false 
otherwise, 

MakeSplit is a function that splits a word into W into two parts between the indices passed as 

parameters. 
The syllabification schema is depicted in Figure 3. 

 

 

 
Figure 3 Syllabification scheme 

As may be noticed, the algorithm is quite simple. A sample syllabification using this 

algorithm may be seen in the Figure 4. The red hyphens are used as splitting marks. 
 

 راض-انق -ة بال-ادر-ة الن-اني-يو-ع الح-وا-أن-ال د-يهد -رنت-انت-ال

  ي -يا ف-قد حال-ر منع-ؤتم-، في م-يئة-الب-اية-ات حم-اع-ون عن جم-بو-مند -قال
ار -أخط-ر ال-ل أكب -ح يمث-أصب-رنت-انت-ال -وحة، إن-ة الد-طري-ة الق-اصم-الع
 .اض-نقر-ال-ة با-ادر-ة الن-اني-يو-ئل الح-صا-د الف-ي تهد-الت

ة، -ردش-ات الد-تدي-ومن -رنت -انت-ة ال-إن شبك-يئة -الب-اية -اة حم-ول دع-ويق
-أس-ع أي شي، من ال-ء وبي-شرا -مضى، -ر من أي وقت-هل أكث-ت من الس-جعل

 .ة-طبي-الق-ببة-ار الد-ى صغ-دة، إل-ولي-ة ال-غير-ود الص

 -واع-أن-ال ي-ية ف- ول-ة الد-جار-الت ر-ؤتم- ام م-ة أم-راس-الد-ائج-مت نت-وقد
 .ة-دول -175 -فيه-ارك-ي تش-الذ-راض-انق-ة بال-هدد-ية الم- ان-يو-الح

Figure 4 Syllabification sample 

For testing purposes, several text files written in Arabic language were tested. The first group 

comprises short texts from Arabic newspapers. The second group contains several larger files. 
The statistics of the used files is shown in Table 5. For each file, decomposition was tested 

into: 2-grams, 3-grams, characters, words and the syllables method as described in this 

algorithm. The whitespaces are handled as a one syllable/word in syllable and word 
decomposition. The size of the alphabet extracted from the testing files using the vowel method 

is also referred to as depicted in Table 5.  The testing files are selected from two sources. The 

first source is four short texts taken from the web pages of Arabic international news channels, 
and the long text is taken from shareware Arabic books from the web.  All texts are encoded 

using codepage 1256 - Arabic Script. 
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File: Short1 Short2 Short3 Short4 Long1 Long2 

File size (B)  1922 7926 2910 12278 1547552 845431 

Unique Chars  45 64 51 71 95 60 

Unique Syllables  320 898 490 1117 9342 6521 

Unique Words  232 837 391 1187 55006 28336 

Unique 2-grams  301 623 425 712 2208 1251 

Unique 3-grams  429 1397 680 1843 19377 11113 

Table 4 Statistics of testing files 

As may be seen from Table 4, the number of the extracted unique syllables is rather high, but 

it is always less than the number of 3-grams. As for the files bigger than 10 kb, it is also lower 

than the number of words. 

Two experiments are performed. The first algorithm is based on Burrows-Wheeler 

transformation with combination Huffman encoding and Move-To-Front and RLE 
transformation. This algorithm is chosen because its efficiency is based on the relationships 

between sibling symbols. The second algorithm is Lempel Ziv compression algorithm which 

gains its efficiency from repetitions of symbols. 
During experiments, a large enough dictionary was used for LZW algorithm and large 

enough block size for BWT based algorithm to avoid clearing of dictionary and splitting the 

input into several blocks.   
The results of the experiment are shown in Table 5. For comparison purposes, it is necessary 

to compare sizes of the compressed texts together with the size of the dictionary used. 

 

File: Short1 Short2 Short3 Short4 Long1 Long2 

File size (B) 1922 7926 2910 12278 1547552 845431 

Chars Dict. 90 128 102 142 190 120 

Chars BWT 961 3837 1554 5666 616079 307654 

Chars LZW 1119 4484 1801 6696 727257 362236 

Syllables Dict. 1110 3311 1764 4124 48115 27950 

Syllables BWT 814 3549 1358 5430 608502 308506 

Syllables LZW 904 3947 1511 6032 734357 359564 

Words Dict. 1433 5049 2357 7566 369092 186962 

Words BWT 438 2190 765 3318 533775 265799 

Words LZW 602 2801 1048 4236 644161 307962 

2-grams Dict. 903 1869 1275 2136 6624 3752 

2-grams BWT 900 3849 1485 5764 634955 303076 

2-grams LZW 987 4325 1648 6595 768174 374316 

3-grams Dict. 1715 5588 2720 7371 77507 44450 

3-grams BWT 687 3216 1133 5078 649286 311581 

3-grams LZW 751 3527 1246 5610 812509 389112 

Table 5 Experimental results (all sizes are in bytes) 
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As may be seen from the results, the most efficient compression algorithm for small files 

(Short1-Short4) is character-based compression. All the other approaches did not achieve very 

good results. The best results for larger files (Long1 and Long2) were achieved by 2-grams 
approach, but the character and syllable approach have almost the same efficiency. These 

experiments show that the present syllabification algorithm needs to be improved and more 

experiments will have to be performed in this regard in the future. 

3.1 Summary:  

Section 3 describes a novel approach by setting simple set of rules for syllabification of Arabic 
language based on splitting vowel letters. The efficiency of the compression was compared 

using the syllable approach with characters, words, 2-grams and 3-grams approaches on two 

groups: short and long files. The best result for short files were achieved by character based 
approach. For long files, the best results were achieved by 2-grams approach, but the character 

approach and syllable approach were also efficient. More improvements and experiments have 

to be performed to enhance the results in the future. 
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4 Simple Stemming Rules for Arabic Language 

Processing of Arabic language is eminent for the fact that currently the number of computer 
and internet users in the Arab word is growing tremendously. The problem of stemming is very 

important in information retrieval, knowledge mining and language processing. Arabic has 

very sophisticated and complex morphology, in addition to stemming rules that must deal with 
many specific properties of Arabic, as mentioned in section 2 above. 

This section, describes very simple light rules for stemming of Arabic words as described in 

[8, 21]. Two of these rules are universal, i.e. they are applicable to any word category. The 
other rules are set for each of the four categories of part of speech: nouns, verbs, adverbs and 

adjectives. After that, the method attempts to enhance the results by using an online 

morphological parser to distinguish between parts of speech (nouns, verbs and adjectives), set 
some extracting rules to produce stems, and finally, match these stems with an electronic 

dictionary. 

The rules are divided into five sets. These sets of words are designed to target verbs, nouns, 

adjectives and adverbs. 

The first set is focused on any word type. The first necessary step is to normalize the words 

using the following rules: convert all hamzated alif ( أ ) and ( إ ) to bare alif ( ا ) and change 

alifmaqSura ( ى ) to yaa ( ي ). 
[hamzatedAlif]W -> [alif]W 

[AlifmaqSura]W -> [yaa]W 

 
After normalization, remove all possible prefixes (preposition, definite articles and 

conjunctions) using following process. Remove baa from all beginning of every word. 
[baa]W -> []W 

 
Remove waaw from all beginning of every word, if the remaining is three or more 

characters. 
[waw]W && |W| >3 -> []W 

 
Then remove the following linked characters from the beginning of a word, if the remaining 

number of characters is three or more characters: 
|W| >3 

[AlifLam]W -> []W 

[Alif waw lam]W -> []W 

[Alif baa lam]W -> []W 

[Alif kaf lam]W -> []W 

[Alif faa lam]W -> []W 

 

The second set of rules are designed for suffixes. The rule removes linked suffixes/ 
characters if the remaining is two or more characters: 

|W|>2 

W[Ha alif] -> W[] 

W[Alif nuun] -> W[] 

W[Alif taa] -> W[] 

W[Waaw nuun] -> W[] 

W[Yaa nuun] -> W[] 

W[Yaa ha] -> W[] 

W[Ya taaMarboota] -> W[] 
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The third set of rules are designed for Adjectives and Adverbs, more precisely for changing 

adjectives and adverbs from feminine into muscular form, if these characters are as the last in a 

word. 
W[TaaMarboota] -> W[] 

W[Taa] -> W[] 

 
The fourth sets of rules are designed for nouns; it is to change nouns from plural into 

singular form. The rule applies if the final remaining is longer than two characters. In this rule, 

if the word has only three characters, remove the following characters if the additional 
conditions below are fulfilled. 

Remove alif from the beginning of every word; 

Remove alif, if it is found as the character before the last one;  
Remove waaw, if it is found as the character before the last one; 

Remove alif from the beginning of every word, only if the character before the last is also 

alif. 

|W| < 3 -> W 

|W| > 2 -> W 

[Alif]W->[]W 

W|alif|x ->Wx 

W|waaw|x ->Wx 

[alif ]W|alif|x -> W|alif|x 

 

If the word has four characters, remove the following characters if the additional conditions 

are fulfilled. Remove alif, if it is found as the character before the last character. 
|W| < 4 -> W 

W[xy|alif|z] ->W[xyz] 

 

If the word has five characters, remove the following characters if the additional conditions 

are fulfilled. Remove alif from the beginning of the word, replace it with waaw, and delete the 
character before the last character. 

|W| < 5 -> W 

  [alif ]Wxyz -> [waw ]Wxz 

 

The fifth set of rules are designed for verbs. It converts inflectional forms of the verb into 

stems. The character/s are removed from the end of the word, if the remaining is at least 2 
characters. 

|W|>2 

W[taa] -> W 

W[yaa] -> W 

W[alif] -> W 

W[waw] -> W 

W[miim] -> W 

W[nuun alif] -> W 

W[taa alif] -> W 

W[taa miim] -> W 

W[taa yaa] -> W 

W[miim alif] -> W 

W[miim taa alif] -> W 

W[nuun yaa alif] -> W 
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Remove: alif if found as the second character in a word, only if alif is also found as the last 

character in a word. 
w[alif]W[alif] ->wW[alif] 

 

If alif is found as a second character in a word and taa as the last character, remove alif and 
remove taa from the word. 

w[alif]W[taa] ->wW 

 

Notation: 

w – single charachter. 

W – one or more letters. 

 

These sets of rules are applied on the list of words according to four categories: nouns, verbs, 
adjectives and adverbs. The suggested rules must be tested against real data. For this purpose, 

some news articles were used, from the BBC Arabic and Al Jazeera Arabic news portal 

articles, of which some of the most frequent nouns, verbs, adverbs and adjectives in those 
articles were selected. These words were divided into groups of files according to four parts of 

speech. Each group consists of several words, selected precisely to cover all type of words. The 

lists of words used in the experiments are shown in Table 6. All source data were encoded 
using code page 1256 Arabic. 

 

a. Nouns 

خدود  خد   حوت ب أرن سمك حصان تمساح
دجاج  دجاجة مكتبة مكتب ن  أسنا إصابع  قلب إصبعان  إصبع  

الصين  قلم غةل لغات   مهندس       زوج        زوجة   قميصلحم 
 المحامي  الخريف  الكرةاإلجهاض  ج عاصفة سكرتيرة سكرتيرضباب ثلبلد  مكتبة  خليج  صحراء  

b. Verbs 

اعترف اتصل ركس عض سأل   إعترفت سمح
 توسل استمتع رن   كتبتغلب على  زرع     رسم تزوج تعامل   ركز 

c. Adverb 

أفضل أحسن  سيء     مستيقظ غاضب  نشيط  قادر  
 مكسور يغلي 

d. Adjectives 

أزرق جميل  جميلة صغير صغيرة  كبير كبيرة 
 زرقاوانأزرقان      أزرق      كبيران      بكماء  كبير  أبكم زرقاء 

Table 6 List of words for each word category 

There are three common rules used for each word type and one specific rule per group. 

Accordingly, each word was processed by four step rules and therefore, there are five versions 

of a word during its processing. The first version is the original word. The second version 
normalizes alif and alif maqSura. The third version shows the word after it had already 

processed prepositions, definite articles and conjunctions. The fourth version contains the 

processed suffixes. The fifth version uses the rule specific for each word type. The results for 
the nouns list are depicted in Table 7. The results for the noun category produced some 
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undesirable output especially in case of plural. Some other letters were deleted by the processor 

as they were taken as suffix prepositions. 

 
 

 

 

 
Table 7 Results for nouns 

The verbs list results are depicted in Table 8. The verb category result produced good results 
in case of two, three, four and five-letter stems. However, some letters were removed by the 

processor from trilateral verb stems from the middle and the end. Modification of rules is to be 

considered in the future. 

 
Table 8 Results for verbs 

The results for adverbs are depicted in Table 9. The results for the adverb category produced 

very good results in both muscular and feminine cases. 
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Table 9 Results for adverbs 

The results for adjectives are depicted in Table 10. Three undesirable results were produced 

in the adjective category of which two are in case of singular feminine and one in case of dual 
feminine. Additional rules have to be enhanced in the future to overcome this problem. 

 
Table 10 Results for adjectives 

The summarization of the experiments is depicted in Table 11. As may be seen, the best 
results were achieved for adverbs. Two errors were produced for verbs, three errors for 

adjectives and six errors showed up in case of nouns. 

 

Word type Errors Word count 

Nouns 6 21 

Verbs 2 13 

Adverbs 0 5 

Adjectives 3 12 
Table 11 Summary of experiment results 

4.1 Summary 

In this sub-section simple rules for stemming Arabic words are described. Rule sets were 

defined for nouns, verbs, adverbs and adjectives. As may be seen from the experiments results, 
the rules were more successful in case of adverbs. As for nouns, verbs and adjectives, errors 

were produced. Most errors were occurred in case of suffix processing. Some verbs such as 

 were over processed and the result was not successful. These are common (على) and (سأل)
problems in light stemming. This occurs when the word is not recognized in the stemming 

process as to which part of speech it belongs. To overcome this common problem, in the next 

section, a parser is used to distinguish the difference parts of speech before stemming. 
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5 Stemming Enhanced by Parsing 

In the light stemming method described in section 4, two problems showed up. The first 
problem had to do with parts of speech recognition. For example, the verb يلعب (plays) starts 

with the letter yaa (ي). In Arabic, adding the suffix yaa (ي) used to change the word from its 

past/ root form into its present form.  When some rules are set to remove the letter yaa (ي) so to 

produce the root form of لعب, these rules always removed the letter yaa (ي) from other words 

with different parts of speech such as the noun يمن (Yemen) where the letter yaa (ي) is part of 

the root form of the noun. The second problem occurs within the sub-parts of speech. For 

example, when trying to remove the determiner aliflam (ال) (the definite article 'the') from 

common nouns as in الطالب (the student). The rules set remove the aliflam (ال) from all nouns 

including some proper nouns such as, المانيا (Germany) where aliflam (ال)   is part of the original 

noun and not a determiner or a definite article. For these reasons, in this sub-section, the 
Stanford Online Parser [9] is used before stemming to better categorize the different parts of 

speech and later to be match the output words with an electronic dictionary. 

The Stanford Online Parser is a powerful parser that parses texts in three languages: Arabic, 
Chinese and English. This parser is using dependency grammar. The Arabic parts of the parser 

is depending on the Penn Treebank project that was launches in 2001 in the University of 

Pennsylvania. According to their corpus documentation [4], the corpus is designed for those 
who study or use languages professionally or academically, as well as, for those who need to 

analyze text corpora. Stanford Online Parser for Arabic language includes 27 different parts 

and sub-parts of speech. 
For this experiment, a number of rules are set for three main parts of speech: nouns, verbs 

and adjectives. The sets of rules for every part of speech or sub-part of speech are divided into 

a step/s. Every step is to be implemented in the order of numbering. The full sets of rules start 
with specifications as follows: 

Specifications 

W – any word or its part (word refers to any part of speech in the rules: noun, verb, adjective, etc.) 

[]arabic – letter 

Ins(x, y) – return true when x is anywhere in y 

|x| – length of word x 

[x]W – letter x is at the beginning of the word 

Nouns Rules: 

a)  DTNN: determiner + singular common noun 

Step 1: If the noun starts with (اال), delete it and replace it with (ال) 

Step 2: If the noun starts with (ال) but not (اال), delete the (ال). 

  

b) DTNNP: determiner + singular proper noun 

Step 1: Delete the (ال) from the beginning of the noun. 

 

c) DTNNS: determiner + plural common noun 

Step 1: Delete the (ال) from the beginning of the noun. 

 

d) NNPS: common noun, plural or dual 

Step 1: delete (ات) or (ين) from the end of every noun if found.  

Step 2: If the word has less than five letters, add (ة) to the end. 

Step 3: delete any (و) found before the last added (ة). 

 

Verbs Rules: 

a) VBD: perfect verb (***nb: perfect rather than past tense) 

Step 1:  delete the (و) from the beginning of every verb if the remaining is not 2 letters.  

Step 2:  delete (ا) or (ت) or (ون) from any verb if it comes at the end.  

Step 3:  if (اه) or (ته) are found at the end, replace them with (ى). 

 

b) VBN: passive verb (***nb: passive rather than past participle) 
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Step 1: delete (ي) from the beginning if found.  

Step 2:  delete (ت) from the beginning if found and replace it with (ا) only if the number of letters after 

deleting the (ت) is 4.  

 

c) VBP: imperfect verb (***nb: imperfect rather than present tense) 

Step 1: delete (ت) or (تت) or (ي) from the beginning of every verb if found.  

Step 2: delete (و) from the end of every verb if found. 

Step 3: delete (ن) or (ون) or (ه) or (ها) from the beginning of every verb if found. 

Step 4: if the remaining letters of any verb, so far, is 2 letters, add (ى) to the end.  

Step 5: if any verb ends with (ي), delete the (ي) and replace it with (ى), and then add (ا) to the beginning.  

Step 6: if any word starts with (س), add (ا) to its beginning, only if there is (ت) anywhere in that word. 

Step 7: if any word ends with (ول) or (ولون) or (ون), delete them and replace them with (ال). 

Step 8: if any word has more than 3 letters and starts with (نت), delete the (ت) only and link the (ن) with 

the next letter. 

 

Adjectives Rules: 

a) DTJJ: determiner + adjective 

Step 1: delete (ال) from the beginning of every adjective if found. 

Step 2: delete (ة) from the end of every adjective if found. 

Step 3: if a word ends with (ء), delete the (ء) and add (ا) to the beginning of the word. 

5.1 Rules Implementation 

The rules must be tested against real data. For this purpose, some news articles, from the BBC 
Arabic and Al Jazeera Arabic news portals were used. These articles are parsed by Stanford 

Online Parser. After the extraction of words according to their parts of speech, the rules are 

implemented as follows: 
Nouns Rules: 

a)  DTNN: determiner + singular common noun 

Step 1:    

[|alifLaamalif|W] -> [|alif laam|W] 

Step 2:    

[|alifLaamalif|W] -> [W] 

b) DTNNP: determiner + singular proper noun 

Step 1:    

[alif laam]W -> W 

c) DTNNS: determiner + plural common noun 

Step 1:    

[alif laam]W -> W 

W[yaa nuun ] -> W 

[W|alf taa |] -> [W|taamarbota|] 

W[waw nuun ] -> W 

W[nuun ] -> W 

d) NNPS: common noun, plural or dual 

Step 1:    

W[Alif taa] -> W 

W[yaa nuun] -> W 

Step 2:   

|W| < 5 -> W[taMarboota] 

Step 3:    

W[waaw][taMarboota] -> W[taMarboota]. 

 

 

 

Verbs Rules: 

a) VBD: perfect verb (***nb: perfect rather than 

past tense) 

Step 1:   

|[waaw]W|>2  -> W 

Step 2:     

W[alif] -> W 

W[taa] -> W 

W[waaw nuun] -> W 

Step 3:    

W[alif haa] -> W[alifMaqsoora] 

W[ta haa] -> W[alifMaqsoora] 

b) VBN: passive verb (***nb: passive rather than 

past participle) 

Step 1:    

[yaa]W -> W 

[ta]W -> W 

Step 2:   

|W| = 5  -> [alif]W 

c) VBP: imperfect verb (***nb: imperfect rather 

than present tense) 

Step 1:    

[ta]W -> W 

[ta ta]W -> W 

[yaa]W<3->W 

[yaa]W<4->W 

[yaa]W -> W (to be continued....) 
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Verb rules  (continued...) 

Step 2:    

W[waaw] -> W 

Step 3:    

[nuun]W -> W 

[waaw nuun]W -> W 

[haa]W -> W 

[haa alif]W -> W 

Step 4:    

|W| = 2 -> W[alifMaqsoora] 

Step 5:    

W[yaa] -> [alif]W[alifMaqsoora] 

Step 6:    

[siin]W & ins(W, [ta]) -> [alif][siin]W 

 

Step 7:    

W[waaw laam] -> W[alif laam] 

W[waaw laam waaw nuun] -> W[alif laam] 

W[waaw nuun] -> W[alif laam] 

Step 8:     

[nuun][ta]W & |[nuun][ta]W| > 3 -> [nuun]W 

 

Adjectives Rules: 

a) DTJJ: determiner + adjective 

Step 1:    

[alif laam]W -> W 

Step 2:    

W[taMarboota] -> W 

Step 3:    

[W|alifHamza|] -> [|alif|W] 

 
Before any rule was applied, all words were normalized and preprocessed. All words are 

stored in plain text files using codepage 1256 – Arabic. Because the software is written in C#, 

these text files were read into Unicode representation. 
The stemming results for the noun rules produced very good results in case of DTNNP and 

NNPS as shown in Tables 12, 15 and 26 respectively. As for DTNN and DTNNS, some 

undesirable results occurred, mainly in case of (بالكالب) in Table 23, where the preposition 

was linked by the Stanford Online Parser with the plural common noun. 
 

 وصول   محيط  نفط   ةحكوم سابق     مصادر بر    شؤون   شرق  ينسيناتور   دفاع حد   جرف     بيئة بنزين   بحر  

  مشاغل   طمحي   مثبت   عواصف   طلب   طاقة   بالكالب   نانس   لامي مور مر  بار   دولة عام     تنقيب احتياطي   عالم  
 دردشة   سهل   صائلف   ارخط   عاصمة   بيئة   عانو   وحل نفط     مياه   موارد 

Table 12 Processed nouns - DTNN: determiner + singular common noun 

 عاج مكسيك دوحة برازيل انترنت

Table 13 Processed nouns - DTNNP: determiner + singular proper noun 

 للحماية  لتحقيق   ةعشر   ةشرك   ديموقراطي   جمهوري  ة اولويامريكي 

 ةوالي   ةمنص  مندوب   ة منتج    ةملوثة   معامل    مشتر    محافظ
Table 14 Processed nouns - DTNNS determiner + plural common noun 

 مقترح   منصة مجتمع   كمية   عملية     عشرة   طنة   طبقة سنة   جماعة     تقدير تغيير  

Table 15 Processed nouns -NNPS:  common noun, plural or dual 

The verb rules results are depicted in Tables 16-18. In spite of the few errors in VBD, the 

verbs rules produced very good results in case of VBD and VBN in Tables 16 and 17 
respectively. However, in case of imperfect verb VBP in Table 18, we may notice higher error 

rate. 

 
 بامكانن ايد اقترع اصبح اصبح استخرج ادى اجرى اجرى

 يضيف قدم  م  قد قال تزيد مضى كان فقد جعل تسرب تسبب
 يقول

Table 16 Processed verbs - VBD: perfect verb 

 درجاستخدم  رجح سحب وجد

Table 17 Processed verbs – VBN: passive verb 
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 طاى اصبح  شير شارك سجل استخرج ربض احتوى تيحها توقف توزع تنافس بدى

 ختبئى احتوى حاال تناولها تمى تفوق ضتعر بلغ بدى هدد تجىنتج   الحظ عدى طفى

 مارس كال كاد  قال  قعو   اقترع اصبح شكل   سمال استفيد استحق ساهم زال خرجها

  نجح هدد  اتهى تشر مكن مثل
Table 18 Processed verbs – VBP: imperfect verb 

The results for the adjectives’ rules are depicted In Table 19. All the rules made for 

adjectives category DTJJ produced successful results. 

 
   خارجي   حيواني   حمرا   جديد   جاري   تجاري   بيئي   بري   اولى   امريكي   امريكي   اشعاعي  استقاللي

   محمي   محلي   متحد   متبقي   قطري   قطبي   قانوني   قاري  عالمي  عالمي   طبيعي   دولي   يدول   داخلي
 نفطي واسع  نادر  مهيمن  مهدد   مرجاني

Table 19 Processed adjectives – DTJJ 

5.2 Discussion of Results and Summary 

In this experiment, rules were set for parts of speech. The words from the corpora where sorted 
out and categorized using Stanford Online Parser for Arabic language. The Stanford Online 

Parser identifies 27 different parts of speech. However, in this experiment, the rules set were 

for three main parts of speech: nouns, verbs and adjectives. Every rule for every part of speech 
was divided into one or more steps. The stemming results for the noun rules produced very 

good results in case of DTNNP and NNPS. As for DTNN, some undesirable results occurred, 

mainly in case of (بالكالب) where the preposition was linked by Stanford Online Parser with the 

plural common noun. Another example in the same category can be seen in case of dual 
common noun (سيناتورين). We may see in this category the highest error rate mainly because 

Arabic nouns can take three forms: single, dual and plural. In this regard, more rules needed to 

focus on the plural and dual suffixes. Linked prepositions to nouns also occur in case of 

DTNNS as in (لتحقيق) and (للحماية) where the preposition (ل) is linked to the plural common 
nouns. Interestingly enough, none of the nouns ( حقيقت ) “investigation” or (حماية) “protection” 

are plural nouns, but were parsed wrongly by the parser, most probably because they were 

linked to prepositions. All the adjectives category DTJJ produced successful results. In spite of 

the few errors in VBD, the verbs rules produced very good results in case of VBD and VBN. 
However, in case of imperfect verb VBP, we may notice higher error rate. As an example, if 

we compare the stemming results in case of )تيحها(, )شير(, )ختبئى( and (تشر) in Table 29 with the 

original words before processing, we may notice that all the above imperfect verbs are linked 

to personal pronouns by the parser. This is always one of the main reasons for stemming errors. 
The challenge here is to minimize the errors pertaining to linked personal pronouns with verbs 

or affixes in general. The rules has to be optimized in the future. 

Although the results obtained were not all very good, the overall evaluation of these rules 
proved that the rules are applicable and produced good results. This study was conducted for 

three parts of speech and the results were very encouraging. Thus, future work will include 

setting rules for all parts of speech in order to be used for data compression of Arabic text files. 
These rules will also be applied on a larger scale corpora such as Al Watan 2004 corpus (20291 

documents) and Al Khaleej corpus (5690 documents – nearly 3 million words). The summary 

of parser enhanced stemming result are depicted in Table 20.  
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Part of Speech Errors Word count 

DTNN: determiner + singular common noun 15 44 

DTNNP: determiner + singular proper noun 0 5 

DTNNS: determiner + plural common noun 4 16 

NNPS: common noun, plural or dual 0 12 

VBD: perfect verb (***nb: perfect rather than past 

tense) 
3 21 

VBN: passive verb (***nb: passive rather than 

past participle) 
0 5 

VBP: imperfect verb (***nb: imperfect rather 

than present tense) 
9 48 

DTJJ: determiner + adjective 0 33 

Table 20 Summary of parser enhanced stemming results 
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6 Data Compression Approach for Plagiarism Detection in Arabic and Czech 

Similarity detection is considered an essential part of document processing. It covers a wide 
area including spam detection and plagiarism detection. This section is devoted to creating a 

plagiarism detection tools for Arabic and Czech. 

Formerly plagiarism can be described as a document d and a potential plagiarism source D 

where detection in the external approach is to identify pairs of texts (s, s’), from D and D’ (d ∈ 
D’) respectively, where s and s’ can be similar. However, this similarity may differ as it could 
be an exact match, paraphrased, summarized, restructured or even semantic similarity, which 

includes using different words or different languages. 

This section tries to implement an initialization of a similarity measurement based on 
Lempel Ziv comparison algorithms and its modifications to show its efficiency for detecting 

plagiarism of Arabic and Czech texts. However, only some part of Lempel Ziv algorithm is 
used. The results of these experiments were published in Soori et al. [14], [17]. 

The present method uses Lempel-Ziv compression method. The main principle of this 

method is the fact that for the same sequence of data the compression becomes more efficient. 
Lempel-Ziv compression method is one of the most currently used methods in data 

compression in various kinds of data like texts, images, audio [10], [11]. However, the main 

divergence in their approach has to do with insertion of whole words rather than just characters 
in Lepel-Ziv. Another key point is that, as the input text comes, the first initialization of the 

dictionary is not needed since the dictionary is initialized continuously by new words. In 

addition to that, the most important divergence in their method [12] is that they monitor the 
count of phrases in the dictionary and they do not deal with counting of the output string, but 

with the input text, where the text is divided into words. For example, if the input word is not 

in the dictionary, then it is added there, but if it is found in the dictionary, then the next word is 
added, and so on. This creates a phrase. If this phrase is in the dictionary, then the next word 

from the input is added to it. However, if the phrase is not in the dictionary, then it is added to 

the dictionary, and the parameter count of the compression is incremented. The process is 
repeated over and over till the end of the input. Mainly their approach deals with words and 

phrases rather than characters. 

Creating a dictionary is one task in the encoding process for Lempel-Ziv 78 method [13]. 
The dictionary is created from the input text, which is split into separate words. If a current 

word from the input is not found in the dictionary, this word is added. In case the current word 

is found, then the next word from the input is added to it. This eventually creates a sequence of 
words. If this sequence of words is found in the dictionary, then the sequence is extended with 

the next word from the input in a similar way. However, if the sequence is not found in the 

dictionary, then, it is added to the dictionary with the increased number of sequences property. 
The process is repeated until the end of the input text is reached. In the present experiment, 

every paragraph has its own dictionary.  

The main idea of text similarity lies in measuring the distance between two texts. In this 
case, the ideal scenario would be when the distance between the texts is metric. Formally, the 

distance is defined as a function over Cartesian product over a set S with nonnegative real 

value where the metric d is a distance that satisfies four conditions as follows: 

 

𝑑(𝑥, 𝑦) ≥ 0       (1) 

𝑑(𝑥, 𝑦) = 0, 𝑖𝑓 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑜𝑛𝑙𝑦 𝑖𝑓 𝑥 = 𝑦     (2) 

𝑑(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑑(𝑦, 𝑥)       (3) 

𝑑(𝑥, 𝑧) ≤ 𝑑 (𝑥, 𝑦) + 𝑑(𝑦, 𝑧)      (4) 
 
The conditions mentioned above as: (1), (2), (3) and (4) are called: axiom of non-negativity, 

axiom of identity, axiom of symmetry and the triangle inequality respectively. This kind of a 
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definition is valid for any metric, e.g. Euclidean Distance. However, applying it on document 

or data similarity is a herculean task. 

Mainly, there are two properties in a dictionary where the comparison between two 
documents takes place: a list of word sequences and a word-sequences-count in the list. A 

dictionary is created for each of the compared files. The next phase involve comparison of 

these dictionaries where the main property for comparison lies in the number of common 
sequences in these dictionaries. The number, in this case, is represented by the parameter in the 

following formula which represents a similarity metric where the comparison is taking place 

between two documents. 
 

𝑆𝑀 =
𝑠𝑐

𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝑐1, 𝑐2)
,                                                                                                (5) 

 

Where: 

𝑠𝑐 − Count of common word sequences in both dictionaries. 

𝑐1, 𝑐2 − Count of word sequences in dictionary of the first or the second document. 
 

Here the interval is the SM value which satisfies the condition, If SM = 1, then the 

documents are equal, but if the value is SM = 0, then the documents are totally different. 
In the case of the experiment on Arabic text, Al-Khaleej-2004 corpus is used. Al-Khaleej 

corpus contains 5690 documents. It is divided into four topics: local news, economy, sports and 
international news. For the Arabic experiment, the local news category was chosen.  

In the case of the experiment on Czech text, a local small corpus from the online newspaper 

iDNES.cz [15] was used. This corpus contains 4850 words. The topics were collected from 
various news items including sports, politics, social daily news and science.  

For both Arabic and Czech experiments, a source and suspicious documents creator tool was 

needed to test the suggested approach.  
For Arabic texts, all the documents from the corpus were split into paragraphs, and each 

paragraph is labeled with new line mark for a quick reference of its position in the corpus. 
From this paragraphs list, two separate collections of documents were created. The first is a 

source document collection, and the other is the suspicious collection. For the source 

documents collection, one - five paragraphs were selected from the list of paragraphs. These 
paragraphs were added to a newly created document and marked as source document one. This 

step was repeated for all 100 documents. The collection contains 252 distinct paragraphs. The 

process of creating the suspicious documents is very similar to process of creation the source 
documents. From each suspicious document one - five paragraphs were randomly selected. The 

tool randomly selects the paragraphs. Each document contains some paragraphs from the 

source document and some unused paragraphs. This step is repeated for all 150 documents. For 
creating a collection of suspicious documents, 330 paragraphs were used: 159 paragraphs from 

source documents and 171 unused paragraphs from Al-Khaleej corpus. For each created 

suspicious document, an XML description file was created. This file contained information 
about the source of each paragraph in the used corpus, i.e. starting and ending points, byte and 

file name. This step is repeated for all 150 documents. The created dataset contained 150 

suspicious parts (24 plagiarized parts and 126 unplagiarized parts), and 100 source documents, 
which were considered as the testing data for the algorithm. 

For Czech texts, all the documents were split from the corpus into paragraphs. Next, each 

paragraph is labeled with a new tagged line for quick reference that indicates the location of the 
paragraph in the corpus. After that, two separate collections of documents were created from 

this list of paragraphs: a source document collection and a suspicious document collection. 

Finally, one to five paragraphs were selected randomly from the list of paragraphs. The first 
group is added to a newly created document and marked as source documents. This step is 

repeated for all the 50 documents. The collection obtained contained 120 different sets of 
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paragraphs. The same steps were repeated for the group of created suspicious documents where 

from each suspicious document one to five paragraphs were randomly selected. Each document 

contained some paragraphs from the source document created earlier, and some unused 
paragraphs. These steps were repeated for all the 100 documents. To create the list of 

suspicious documents, out of 227 paragraphs, 109 paragraphs from the source documents and 

118 unused paragraphs from our locally compiled corpus were used. For each of the created 
suspicious document, an XML description file is made. This file included information about 

the source of each paragraph in our corpus, its starting and ending point, byte and file name. 

This step is repeated for all the 100 documents. 
The idea of comparing a whole document where only a small part of it is plagiarized is futile 

for the reason that the plagiarized part may only be a small chunk hidden among the total 

volume of text in the new document. Hence, splitting the documents into paragraphs is 
essential. Therefore, the documents were split into paragraphs. Paragraphs were chosen 

because it is believed here that they are better than sentences for the reason they contain more 

words and should not be affected by stop words, such as, preposition, conjunctives, etc. The 
paragraphs were separated by an empty line between them. A dictionary for each paragraph 

was created from the source document. As a result of the fragmentation of the source 

documents. The same was done for the suspicious documents. 
The subset is chosen according the size of a particular dictionary with tolerance rate of 

±20%. For example, if the dictionary of the suspected paragraphs contains 122 phrases, all 

dictionaries with the number of phrases between 98 and 146 were chosen. This 20% tolerance 
significantly improves the speed of the comparison. Moreover, it is believed here that this 

tolerance percentage does not affect the overall efficiency of the algorithm. This way, the 

paragraph with the highest similarity to each paragraph of the tested paragraph is picked up. 
Stop words removal has been proven to increase the accuracy level of text similarity 

detection. For this reason, in both experiments (for Arabic and Czech), stop words were 

removed from the used texts. In addition to that, diacritics were also removed from Arabic text. 
For the purpose of both experiments, a document is considered, plagiarized if all its parts are 

found in the attached annotation XML file, partially plagiarized if not all its parts are detect 

successfully in the annotation XML file, i.e., 3 out of 5 parts in the annotation XML file are 
found, and non-plagiarized, if none of its parts are detected in the annotation XML file. 

In the experiment for Arabic text, 71.42% of the documents were found to be plagiarized 

documents in 90 out of 126 documents, 28.58% of the documents were found to be partially 
plagiarized in 36 out of 126 documents, and 100% of the documents were found to be non-

plagiarized in 24 out of 24 documents. This results are depicted in Table 21. 

 

 Success Rate 

Plagiarized documents 90/ 126 71.42% 

Partially plagiarized documents 36/ 126 28.58% 

Non-plagiarized documents 24/ 24 100.00% 
Table 21 Results of success rate of Arabic PlagTool 

In the experiment for Czech text, 82.60% of the document were found to be plagiarized 

documents in 76 out of 92 documents, 17.40% of the documents were found to be partially 

plagiarized in 16 out of 92 documents, and 100.% of the documents were found to be non-

plagiarized in 8 out of 8 documents. This results are depicted in Table 22. 
 

 Success Rate 

Plagiarized documents 76/ 92 82.60% 

Partially plagiarized documents 16/ 92 17.40% 

Non-plagiarized documents 8/ 8 100.00% 
Table 22 Results of success rate of Czech PlagTool 
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6.1 Summary 

The similarity detection algorithm at hand was applied on dataset with Arabic and Czech texts. 

This confirmed the ability to detect plagiarized parts of the documents with the removal of stop 
words and diacritics in case of Arabic. The algorithm for similarity measurement based on the 

Lempel Ziv compression algorithm and its dictionaries was very efficient in detection of the 

plagiarized parts of the Arabic and Czech. In the experiment for Arabic text, 71.42% of the 
documents were found to be plagiarized documents in 90 out of 126 documents, 28.58% of the 

documents were found to be partially plagiarized in 36 out of 126 documents, and 100% of the 

documents were found to be non-plagiarized in 24 out of 24 documents. In the experiment for 
Czech text, 82.60% of the document were found to be plagiarized documents in 76 out of 92 

documents, 17.40% of the documents were found to be partially plagiarized in 16 out of 92 

documents, and 100.% of the documents were found to be non-plagiarized in 8 out of 8 
documents. This confirmed the ability of this algorithm to detect the plagiarized parts of the 

documents, as well as the viability of this approach for Arabic and Czech languages. Future 

studies may enhance the efficiency of the algorithms by including combined and more 
sophisticated methods. 
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7 Semantic and Similarity Measure Methods for Plagiarism Detection of 

Students’ Assignments 

For more than a decade, research on plagiarism detection has been focusing on developing 

methods to detect plagiarism of exact matches in texts. However, the notion of plagiarism has 
expanded where paraphrasing may extend the notion of cutting and pasting a text into 

paraphrasing texts. According to Merriam Webster’s Dictionary [16], plagiarism is ’the act of 

using another person’s words or ideas without giving credit to that person. Since ideas may be 
reworded, this makes rewording without mentioning the source text -where the idea was taken 

from- an act of plagiarism. Semantic plagiarism may take many forms including changing the 

structure of sentences (restructuring) and replacing words with their synonyms or rewriting 
(paraphrasing) [18, 19, 20, 25]. This section integrate a similarity measure technique 

previously used in sections 5 and 6 above, along with a Czech structured thesaurus and a 

stemmer called, Slovník českých synonym (Vocabulary of Czech synonyms) by Pala & 
Vsiansky [23, 24]. These thesaurus and stemmer are used currently by Apache OpenOffice for 

their Czech language pack [5]. The thesaurus contains 386,891 tokens, 166,331 words and it is 

in UTF-8 format. The results of the experiments in this section were published in Soori et al. 
[22]. 

The rationale behind the method proposed in this section is that for someone to rewrite 

(paraphrase) a text, one needs to replace the original words either with different words that 
carry -more or less- the same meaning, i.e.: synonyms, or a variant of a synonyms. For 

example, one may replace the word, important with synonyms, such as, significant, 

consequential, essential, relevant, etc. On the other hand, paraphrasing may also involve 
replacing the word at hand with a word that carries a negated - opposite meaning, i.e., negated-

antonym. For example, one may replace the word, important with negated-antonyms such as, 

far from insignificant, not inconsequential, not unessential, not irrelevant, etc. Paraphrasing 
also involves restructuring of the sentence. This work involves synonyms detection. Antonyms 

detection is not included in this work. 
For our experiment, a corpus of 100GB is used. The corpus contains BA, MA, and PhD 

students’ assignments, semester works and theses, from different majors. After removal of 

metadata and sorting out the corpus into majors, semesters and academic years, the corpus size 
dropped to 77GB with 13.671 files of plain text, out of which the computer science major 

students’ works were used to apply our experiment on. The total size of the extracted testing 

data used for our initial experiment was 1.98 GB of plain text. 

7.1 Short Texts Experiment 

The experiment starts by giving a random short text (175 words), taken from an online version 
of the daily newspaper iDNES.cz [15] to three Czech native speakers. This short text is called 

(v1). The three candidates were asked to re-write this short text in their own words and were 

not given any specific hints on how to rewrite the text. Accordingly, each of them rewrote the 
given short text in her/ his own words. After receiving the three different versions from the 

three Czech native speakers, their three different versions were called, (v2), (v3) and (v4) 

respectively. Until this point, they were four versions: the original text (v1), and the three 
paraphrased versions by the three Czech native speakers, (v2, v3, v4).  Another version called 

(v5) was added to the four versions. In (v5), paragraphs and sentences were rearranged. In 

other words, (v1) and (v5) contained exactly the same words and word count with rearranged 
paragraphs and sentences. After that, another short text was added for validation reason called 

(v6). (v6) had the same word count as (v1) but the text contained totally different words from 

(v1) and from the other versions, (v2), (v3), (v4) and (v5). 
For matching the words in the suspicious documents (v2, v3, v4, v5) with the source 

document (v1), only a first level -main entry- from the synonyms thesaurus was used. In other 
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words, words in the source document were compared with their synonyms in the thesaurus, but 

not with the synonyms of their synonyms, i.e., sub-entries in the electronic thesaurus. Before 

searching the synonyms in the dictionary, every word was connected to its basic form of the 
word using the stemmer. This helped to find the synonyms in the dictionary where all words 

are in their basic forms. Eventually, the results were obtained as depicted in Table 34. As may 

be noticed from the results, the similarities of rewritten documents, (v2), (v3) and (v4) with 
(v1) are above 0.5%. However, the similarity of two different documents with the same word 

count (v1) and (v6) are close to 0.1%. 

 

  v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 

v1 1 0.556 0.632 0.673 0.827 0.086 

v2 0.556 1 0.505 0.528 0.565 0.086 

v3 0.632 0.505 1 0.621 0.621 0.054 

v4 0.673 0.528 0.621 1 0.658 0.097 

v5 0.827 0.565 0.621 0.658 1 0.108 

v6 0.086 0.086 0.054 0.097 0.108 1 

Table 23 Results of document similarities for short texts 

As we may notice in Table 23, in the experiment on short texts, the similarity rate between 
(v1) and (v5) is always more than 80%, but never 100%, in spite of the fact that both 

documents contain exactly the same words and word count. This theoretically illogical 

percentage is seen by us as a slight drawback to our combined technique. This drawback may 
be explained as follows.  

The notion of data compression following Lempel-Ziv 78 method [13] mainly involves 

creating a dictionary as a major part of the encoding process. The input text is split into 

separate words. In case a word is not found in the dictionary, then it is added, but if the word is 

found, then the next word from the input is added. This creates a sequence of words. If this 
sequence is not found in the dictionary, then it is added, otherwise, it is extended with the next 

word from the input. 

However, as a result of changing the arrangement of sentences and paragraphs in (v5), the 
sequence of words created yields totally different chains/sets of sequences. This affected the 

overall percentage of matches in the present experiment because the sequences generated from 

(v1) were not totally the same as the sequences generated from (v5). To overcome this 
drawback, in the future work, this method will be fine-tuned by modifying the algorithm so to 

be able to detect rearranged sequences of sentences and paragraphs. 

7.2 Long Texts Experiment of Students’ Assignments 

After obtaining the results for the short texts, this combined method was applied on the 

compiled corpus of students’ assignments as mentioned earlier. The following steps were 
applied for each document.  

In the first step, all punctuation marks such as commas, full stops, exclamation marks, etc. 

were removed. After removing the punctuation marks, the input text was converted into chains 
of words. 

In the next step, stop words were removed from this series and all words were converted to 

their basic forms. Every word in the series of words was looked up for the synonyms in the 
synonym dictionary for its several meanings. The synonyms were put in an entry of our 

internal dictionary of words. This entry was built from the dictionary every time, whenever the 
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current processed word is not found in the dictionary. In case, the current word occurs in more 

than one entry in the dictionary, the entry with the higher count meanings was chosen. 

After finding the synonyms to all words from the series of input words, every text was 
converted into a series of IDs in the dictionary entries. Each dictionary had its own ID. In the 

phase of measuring the similarity, the present approach deals with these IDs. The similarity is 

measured by applying Chuda et al.’s method [12], as described in section 3.1 above. However, 
instead of words, the present method works with the IDs of the dictionary entries.  

The threshold between the plagiarized and non-plagiarized documents is set in the present 

experiment to 0.3. It is understood here that this value is higher than other current plagiarism 
detection tools where the value is set to only 0.2. However, it is set with a higher percentage 

because, in the present experiment, bibliography lists were not removed. More importantly, in 

addition to that, in students’ assignments, one may always find a lot of commonly used words 
such as technical terms, scientific definitions, etc.  

For the purpose of this experiment, if the similarity of two documents is higher than the 

threshold set as 0.3, the two documents are considered as similar and, accordingly, suspicious. 
If the similarity is below or equal to 0.3 the two documents are not the same. Table 24 presents 

the results for longs texts in a summarized way, despite the big number of files processes and 

the huge similarity matrix. 
 

 No. of Plagiarized 

Documents 

Total Document 

Count 

Plagiarized in 

% 

Results 211 883 23.9% 
Table 24 Results of document similarities for long texts 

In this experiment, the settings and preprocessing of text was the same as in the short text 

experiment. In the dataset, 211 similar documents were found with plagiarism rate of 23.9% 
out of the total number of 883 documents as depicted in Table 24. This rate appears to be very 

high. However, when looking closer to the results, one may notice that this number is doubled. 

This can be explained as follows. In the present experiments, all documents in the training data 

were compared to all documents in the corpus. Hence, the tuples of documents were counted 

twice. For example, if documents A and B are compared and their similarity is above 0.3, then 

according to the metric definition, mentioned under Section 3.1 above, the two documents in 
the opposite order have the same similarity. This is the reason behind counting the documents 

twice. 

7.3 Summary 

This experiment presents a semantic plagiarism detection method for Czech texts. The method 

combines a data compression technique used earlier for similarity detection, a synonymy 
thesaurus and a stemmer. Contrary to the conventional 0.2% threshold used in plagiarism 

detection tools, the detection threshold for the present experiment was set as 0.3% because the 

present work was conducted on raw text. Two experiments were ran on two corpora. The first 
was a small corpus and contains one original text, three rewritten (paraphrased) texts by three 

Czech native speakers, one more version with sentences and paragraphs reordered, and one last 

version that contained totally different words but with the same word count as the original text. 
In the experiment on the short corpus, the proposed method was able to distinguish well 

between plagiarized and non-plagiarized texts in six versions. The second corpus was a long 

text corpus made of 1.98 GB of plain text and contained students’ assignments, dissertations 
and theses. Out of 883 document, 211 suspicious documents were detected with 23.9% 

suspicious tuples of documents. These documents may be considered as plagiarized. However, 

after scanning the documents manually, it appeared that these documents contained a number 
of similar words -usually- technical terms, definitions, references in bibliography lists, etc. The 
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results obtained were good in spite of the pitfall in case of version five (v5) where a text was 

made with the exact words but reordered sentences and paragraphs. Still, in (v5) the method 

managed to detect similarity and the detection rate exceeded the set 0.3 threshold with a 
detection rate of 0.82. The proposed approach proved to be useful to detect semantically 

similar (reworded/ paraphrased) documents. Additional modifications are needed to fine-tune 

the obtained results by building a file- specific stop word list. In addition to that, a method is 
needed to detect exact match documents with rearranged sentences and paragraphs, as well as, 

removal of bibliography lists and other standard text templates often used in parts of students’ 

assignments, dissertations and theses. Future semantic plagiarism detection work is planned to 
involve antonyms thesaurus so to detect negated antonyms, cross lingual plagiarism, back-

translated texts, and implementing a writer’s style method to detect consistency within a same 

document. 
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8 Conclusions 

The present work aimed at presenting rules for syllabification of Arabic text using vowel 
letters, and a light stemming method for data compression, and showing the viability of these 

rules for syllabification and stemming. Section 1 is an overview of the thesis and its 

organization. Section 2 presents a quick overview of Arabic language and its linguistic 
features. 

Section 3 describes a novel simple set of rules for syllabification of Arabic language based 

on splitting vowel letters. The algorithm uses only three basic rules, but it achieves good results 
in the identifying of syllables. This algorithm was used in text compression for two types of 

input files. The short files contain up to 12,000 characters. The long files are more than 

800,000 characters. The efficiency of the compression was compared using the syllable 
approach with characters, words, 2-grams and 3-grams approaches on these two groups of files. 

The best result for short files were achieved by character based approach, as was expected. For 

long files, the best results were achieved by 2-grams approach, but the character approach and 

syllable approach were also efficient.  In the future, a correction must be done especially in 

regard to the non-word and non-syllable handling and more sophisticated syllabification 

algorithm must be tested. The findings of this experiment were published in Soori et al. [7] 
Section 4 describes very simple light rules for stemming of Arabic words. Two of these rules 

are universal, i.e. they are applicable to any word category, and one rule for each of the four 

categories of part of speech. In this section simple rules for stemming Arabic words are 
described. Rule sets were defined for nouns, verbs, adverbs and adjectives. In the experiment 

results, the rules were more successful in case of adverbs. As for nouns, verbs and adjectives, 

errors were produced. Most errors were occurred in case of suffix processing. Some verbs such 
as (سأل) and (على) were over processed and the result was not successful. These are common 

problems in light stemming. This occurs when the word is not recognized in the stemming 

process as to which part of speech it belongs. To overcome this common problem, in the next 
section, a parser is used to distinguish the difference parts of speech before stemming. The 

findings of this experiment were published in Soori et al. [8] 

In section 5, the Stanford Online Parser is used before stemming to better categorize the 
different parts of speech and later to be match the output words with an electronic dictionary.  

This parser- enhanced stemming method is executed using the following steps. First, the text is 

normalized and the input sentences are parsed using Stanford Online Parser. Next, the words in 
the text are grouped according to their parts of speech. And finally, the stemming is performed 

according to the set rules. Finally, the results are matched with an electronic dictionary. The 

Stanford Online Parser identifies 27 different parts of speech. However, in this experiment, the 
rules set were for three main parts of speech: nouns, verbs and adjectives. Every rule for every 

part of speech is divided into one or more steps. The stemming results for the noun rules 

produced very good results in case of DTNNP and NNPS. As for DTNN, some undesirable 

results occurred, mainly in case of (بالكالب) where the preposition was linked by Stanford 

Online Parser with the plural common noun. Another example in the same category is in case 

of dual common noun (سيناتورين). This category has the highest error rate. In this regard, more 

rules needed to focus on the plural and dual suffixes. Linked prepositions to nouns also occur 

in case of DTNNS as in (لتحقيق) and (للحماية) where the preposition (ل) is linked to the plural 

common nouns. Interestingly enough, none of the nouns (تحقيق) “investigation” or (حماية) 

“protection” are plural nouns, but were parsed wrongly by the parser in this case because of the 
linked preposition. All the rules made for adjectives category DTJJ produced successful results.  

In spite of the few errors in VBD, the verbs rules produced very good results in case of VBD 

and VBN. However, in case of imperfect verb VBP, higher error rate may be noticed. As an 
example, if we compare the stemming results in case of )تيحها(, )شير(, )ختبئى( and (تشر) with the 

original words before processing, we may notice that all the above imperfect verbs are linked 

to personal pronouns. This is always one of the main reasons for stemming errors. The 
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challenge here is to minimize the errors pertaining to linked affixes and in this case to personal 

pronouns with verbs. The rules has to be optimized in the future.  Although the results obtained 

were not all very good, the overall evaluation of these rules proved that the rules are applicable 
and produced good results. This study was conducted for three parts of speech and the results 

were very encouraging. The findings of this experiment were published in Soori et al. [21] 

Future work will include setting rules for all parts of speech in order to be used for data 
compression of Arabic text files. These rules will also be applied on a larger scale, for instance, 

Al Watan 2004 and Al Khaleej corpora. 

This thesis also aimed at finding applicable methods for plagiarism detection tools for Arabic 
and Czech texts by implementing a similarity measurement based on a compression algorithms 

and showing its efficiency for detecting textual plagiarism. It also aimed at extending this work 

to include a semantic plagiarism detection method of texts including rewording, restructuring 
and using synonyms. 

In section 6, a similarity detection algorithm based on Lempel Ziv compression and its 

modifications is presented for Arabic and Czech textual plagiarism detection. The technique 
has been used earlier. However, it is used here with removing stop words and Arabic diacritics 

to increase similarity detection and the speed of the algorithm for Arabic text. The technique is 

applied for Arabic on Al-Khaleej corpus with 150 suspicious parts (24 plagiarized parts and 
126 unplagiarized parts), and 100 source documents, which were considered as the testing data 

for the algorithm. The findings of the study show that the initial part of the similarity 

measurement based on Lempel Ziv comparison algorithms and its modifications is efficient for 
the plagiarized part of the Arabic text documents with a successful rate of 71.42%. All 

plagiarized documents in the dataset were marked as plagiarized and, in most cases, all 

plagiarized parts were identified, as well as, their original source. The algorithm for similarity 
measurement based on the Lempel Ziv compression algorithm modifications and its 

dictionaries proved to be very efficient in detection of the plagiarized parts of documents of the 

Arabic text. The findings of this experiment were published in Soori et al. [14]. In the same 
section, this technique was also applied on Czech language with a locally complied multi-

domain corpus taken from the online version of the daily newspaper, iDNES.cz. The algorithm 

for similarity measurement based on Lempel Ziv compression algorithm and its dictionaries 
and the removal of stop words, was very efficient in detecting the plagiarized parts of the 

documents in the testing data, with 50 original documents of non-plagiarized parts, and 100 

suspicious documents. The documents were generated so that every document is made of 1-5 
paragraphs. The suspicion rate in the documents was randomly chosen from 0.2% to 0.8%. All 

plagiarized documents in the dataset were marked as plagiarized and, in most cases, all the 

plagiarized parts were identified, as well as, their original versions, with a success rate of 
82.6%. This confirmed the ability of this algorithm to detect the plagiarized parts of the 

documents, as well as the viability of this approach to be applied on Czech text. The findings 

of this experiment were published in Soori et al. [17]. Future studies may enhance the 
efficiency of the algorithms by including combined and more sophisticated methods.  

Section 7 presents a semantic plagiarism detection method for Czech texts. The method 

applies a data compression technique used earlier for textual similarity detection in section 6. 

However, in this section, the technique is combined with a synonymy thesaurus and a stemmer. 

Contrary to the conventional 02% threshold used in plagiarism detection tools, the detection 

threshold for the present experiment was set as 03% because the present work was conducted 
on raw text. Two experiments were ran on two corpora. The first was a small corpus and 

contains one original text, three rewritten (paraphrased) texts by three Czech native speakers, 

one more version with sentences and paragraphs reordered, and one last version that contained 
totally different words but with the same word count as the original text. In the experiment on 

the short corpus, the proposed method was able to distinguish well between plagiarized and 

non-plagiarized texts in six versions. The second corpus was a long text corpus made of 1.98 
GB of plain text and contained students’ assignments, dissertations and theses. Out of 883 
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document, 211 suspicious documents were detected with 23.9% suspicious tuples of 

documents. These documents may be considered as plagiarized. However, after scanning the 

documents manually, it appeared that these documents contained a number of similar words -
usually- technical terms, definitions, references in bibliography lists, etc. The results obtained 

were good in spite of the pitfall in case of version five (v5) where a text was made with the 

exact words but reordered sentences and paragraphs. Still, in (v5) the method managed to 
detect similarity and the detection rate exceeded the set 0.3 threshold with a detection rate of 

0.82. The present approach proved to be useful to detect semantically similar (reworded/ 

paraphrased) documents. Additional modifications are needed to fine-tune the obtained results 
by building a file- specific stop word list.  In addition to that, a method is needed to detect 

exact match documents with rearranged sentences and paragraphs, as well as, removal of 

bibliography lists and other standard text templates often used in parts of students’ 
assignments, dissertations and theses. Future semantic plagiarism detection work is planned to 

involve antonyms thesaurus so to detect negated antonyms, cross lingual plagiarism, back-

translated texts, and implementing writer’s style method to detect consistency within a same 
document. The findings of this study were published in Soori et al. [22]. 

Hussein Khaled Hussein Soori 
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